PROFILE NAME: 2018 QI Grant for Crisis

DIVISION RESPONSIBLE: DCTS

PROFILE TYPE: F – Contract Controlled

CONTRACT TYPE: Other

REIMBURSEMENT PERCENTAGE: 100.000

LIMITATIONS: N/A

EXPENSES ROLL TO THIS PROFILE FROM: N/A

EXPENSES ROLL FROM THIS PROFILE TO: 533269

EXPENSES ALLOCATE TO THIS PROFILE FROM: N/A

EXPENSES ALLOCATE FROM THIS PROFILE TO: N/A

CATALOG OF FEDERAL DOMESTIC ASSISTANCE (CFDA) NUMBER: 93.958

PROFILE DESCRIPTION: Projects pursuant to DCTS Action Memo 2018-09 for programs to design and implement a quality improvement project within their emergency mental health services to increase aspects critical to quality (e.g., value, efficiency, effectiveness, or to decrease waste, error, confusion, frustration or delay).